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These flavorful inspirations and step-by-step cooking instructions guarantee great success even
for novice cooks. He's Got Flavor offers classic dishes full of flavor, prep fast, cook in little time

and delicious variations you’ll use time and time again. You'll discover delicious recipes for
appetizers, entrees, dessert & drinks!! A MUST HAVE!!

About the AuthorLora C Mercado has published many cookbooks with delicious, easy to follow
recipes: "The Garden Digest" "Oh Cheese!" "Tasteful Memories" "Bunch O' Brunch" "Gimme
that CHOCOLATE! The PMS Survival Cookbook" In 2014, she published a children's counting
book with her young daughter, entitled, "1, 2, 3 Count with Me". She also wrote another

children's book called "Black Cats - Fun Facts and Myths". In tribute to her son's passing, has

been on a quest to help bring peace to those who are in a state of grief with her healing and

inspirational books. She is also the founder of the website, HealingTheGrief.com, which provides

articles and resources to help one cope with grief and loss. "Our Angels Await, Stories of Love
from Beyond", includes true stories from people across the globe who have had connections

with loved ones who have passed away. "Adjusting to Life After Loss, Coping with the Death of a
Loved One and Honoring Their Memory", was released in October 2014. The second book in

the series, "Adjusting to Life After the Loss of a Child, Coping, Healing and Understanding the
Emotions of Grief" is her latest book, released in January 2015. Lora Mercado is also a Usui

Reiki Master Practitioner, photographer, and ordained minister, who has married over 150
couples.
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Marcella Richie, “Bold, Bright and Easy ingredients. Straight to the point! I love it!. I really love

this book! I really happy how it gets straight to the point with the ingredients and directions, I’m

not a fan of overly word books. I also liked the inspiration on each page it really helps you
connect with the author on a different level. I also enjoyed that the ingredients where things I
already had on hand so I was able to start trying the recipes right away! I loved that!! The

pictures in the book were very impressive! The colors and angles really brought the food to life!

As far as shipping the book came in great shape and fairly quickly.. Overall I was very pleased
with my purchase and can’t wait to try more recipes!”

Cari, “Easy, tasty food that everyone will love!!!!. He definitely Got Flavor!!!! From the wellness

shot to start your day ,I love itt!!! A quick but full of flavor lunch : Hot Colt Cut Trio, an easy but
delicious dinner : Sautéed Butterflied Shrimp and to make a tasty diet violation with Mel’s
strawberry banana pudding you just can ask yourself : why he did not share all these amazing

and tasteful recipes before!!! we are still working to do some , but definitely we are planning to
make all of them and add it to our meals. Thanks a lot for this amazing gift to people I’m

planning to buy some as my Christmas present for people that likes to cook amazing and tasty
food , following easy and affordable recipes ”

Fara0929, “Totally WOW WOW. Amazing choices of recipes.. I didn’t know what to expect. When

I saw the price of the kindle version I grabbed it. From the Mongolian beef to the friend chicken
sandwich to the shrimp fried Rice. Oh I don’t wanna forget Mels Famous chocolate chip cookies.

We are going to enjoy the quarantine here in Florida with these recipes. “He for sure has Flava!!
It’s a must for any foodie!!”

Mya Bee, “Flavor licking good. Flavor jumps off the pages- simple, tasty recipes anyone can

follow. No “hard to find” ingredients like I’ve seen in other cookbooks and it has easy directions.
The pictures of the food looked so good that it was hard to decide which one to make first!!”

RWRNHZ40, “Fantastic!. I very rarely set foot into a kitchen. But these recipes certainly make

me excited to actually try my hand at this cooking thing. The steps are very simple and

straightforward, and the range of recipes provide something for everyone. I really enjoyed
reading the inspiration for each recipe and the pictures of the finished product....so difficult to
decide which dish to try first (though that Cajun chicken pasta just may win out)! Can't wait to
make my first dish!”

MzRobin, “Great for Graduating Teens!!. The book is absolutely amazing! My teenage daughter
is getting more into cooking and being self sufficient now that she’s about to graduate high
school and this cookbook is such a great start for her. Every week I look forward to her trails and

tribulations in the kitchen but having this book with EASY SIMPLE to follow meals really help.
Thank you Miguel for helping with everyday skills to help my daughter feel more confident in her
next stage in life. A MUST BUY!!!!”

Sonya Harris, “Deliciousness Delivered!. I love the stories behind the recipes and also how quick
and easy these delicious meals are to prepare. One of the reasons people choose fast food or

prepackaged meals is to save time. But the recipes Miguel shares, in this cookbook are things
anyone can prepare for family dinner, quickly & easily.”

The book by Miguel Martinez has a rating of 5 out of 4.3. 182 people have provided feedback.
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